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The acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic has transformed perceptions about the hazards involved in the practice of medicine, nursing, and associated fields. Documented cases of transmission of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have demonstrated that health care professionals (HCPs) can contract their patient's lethal infections.

AIDS, therefore, is increasingly being viewed as an occupational disease for HCPs, despite the evidence that HIV is exceedingly hard to transmit in health care settings. For most HCPs this has not meant, as has often been suggested, an abandonment of their legal and ethical duties to treat persons with HIV. But HCPs, particularly those who carry out seriously invasive procedures,
claim the right to know whether their patients are infected with HIV. Their claim is not only to have access to HIV-positive test results available in the medical records, but to have the right to screen patients for HIV without their consent.

The Surgeon General has advocated HIV screening of all preoperative patients. Some hospitals, irrespective of what the law may allow, already screen their patients without specific informed consent. There is even a strand of professional opinion that says specific consent to an HIV test is not required by law, provided there is consent to the "routine" taking of blood samples. Other HCPs concede that it is currently unlawful to test without consent, but have called for new legislation which would authorize compulsory testing and screening of patients. This legal and policy debate has taken place without any analysis of whether the doctrine of informed consent applies to an HIV test and, more importantly, whether compulsory testing would be an efficacious policy in impeding the spread of HIV to HCPs.

Patients undergoing seriously invasive procedures also claim the right to know if their physician is infected with HIV. In a 1987 Gallup Poll, eighty-six percent of those polled said patients should be told if their physician has AIDS. The same poll revealed that

---

The hepatitis B virus (HBV) experience indicates that only health care workers (HCWs) who perform seriously invasive procedures have transmitted the HBV to patients. Id. at 317. As the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is significantly more difficult to transmit than HBV, it is reasonable to conclude that any limitation on the right to practice medicine that may be warranted should be applicable only to seriously invasive procedures.


9. See Henry, Willenbring & Crossley, Human Immunodeficiency Virus Antibody Testing: A Description of Practices and Policies at U.S. Infectious Disease-Teaching Hospitals and Minnesota Hospitals, 259 J. A.M.A. 1819, 1821 (1988) (34% of the United States infectious disease hospitals and 57% of the Minnesota hospitals estimated that the consent of the patient was rarely obtained when an HIV test was ordered).

10. See infra notes 131-135 and accompanying text.


12. See New AHA Guidelines Urge Universal AIDS Precautions, 16 MED. STAFF NEWS 2, 2 (Aug. 1987) ("In a recent poll of 1,000 adults nationwide, conducted [] by SRI Gallup, 80 percent of the respondents said health care workers should be screened for AIDS...


most patients would choose not to receive treatment from an infected physician.\textsuperscript{13} The patients’ case has been buttressed by a policy statement from the American Medical Association (AMA) that a “physician who knows that he or she is seropositive should not engage in any activity that creates a risk of transmission of the disease to others.”\textsuperscript{14} Presumably this policy would extend to other health care workers (HCWs), for example, those on a surgical team who perform seriously invasive procedures. If it is wrong for infected physicians to invasively treat patients, does this create a correlative duty on the part of hospitals to screen physicians before they carry out such treatment?\textsuperscript{2}

The prospect of a right to know the health status of both doctor and patient, with calls for screening on both sides, together with the potential of litigation for avoidable transmission of HIV, undermines trust within the health care system. This article will address why patients and HCPs with HIV should have autonomy and privacy rights to choose whether to consent to an HIV test and to disclose their serologic status. The article will demonstrate that the risk of HIV transmission in health care settings is exceedingly low, that it is probably lower than other well-accepted risks taken by patients and professionals, and that there are other less intrusive ways to further reduce the risk. The article concludes that knowledge of a patient's serologic status is unlikely to reduce risk, since no effective action could be taken with the information. Balanced against the negligible public health benefit of a right to know are significant personal, financial, and social costs of screening programs.

HIV status certainly is relevant clinical information and infected patients should be encouraged to inform their physicians voluntarily. Similarly, infected physicians should be encouraged to disclose the information to their employers who, in turn, should ensure that the physician poses no meaningful risk to patients.\textsuperscript{15} But to exchange this policy of voluntary disclosure for one involving the sys-
tematic and mandatory collection of highly intimate data would trample individual autonomy and privacy rights. It also would significantly burden health care providers with financial costs and potential legal liability.

I. OCCUPATIONAL RISKS OF HIV

Numerous studies, all pointing in the same direction, show that the occupational risk of acquiring HIV in health care settings is extremely low. The risk is most often associated with accidental percutaneous inoculation of contaminated blood. For those who do not sustain needle-stick injuries the risk is negligible.

A. Population Studies

The percentage of HCPs with AIDS (5.4 percent) is comparable to, indeed lower than, the percentage in the work force at large (5.7 percent). Seroprevalence rates for HIV among HCPs without


19. CDC Update, supra note 17, at 232.


21. CDC Update, supra note 17, at 229.

parenteral exposure are comparable to those of American blood donors. HCPs, then, do not make up a disproportionate percentage of cases of AIDS or HIV. Further, intensive follow-up investigations by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reveal that approximately ninety-five percent of all cases of AIDS among HCPs have an identifiable risk. These macro-data suggest that occupational exposure for HCPs is a very insignificant mode of transmission of HIV.

B. Percutaneous, Surface, and Mucous Membrane Exposure

There have been twenty-five reported cases where HCPs have been thought to contract HIV in the workplace. In most of these cases HCPs accidentally stuck themselves with contaminated needles. In a few cases, the HCP had direct contact with infected blood. The third group of HCPs were providing care to infected patients, but had no known accident or blood exposure.

---

23. "Parenteral" refers to the introduction of substances into an organism. STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY: LAWYERS' EDITION 1031 (5th ed. 1982).


25. Friedland & Klein, supra note 17, at 1131 (as of May 1986, 5.5% of all patients with AIDS in the United States reported that they were HCPs, and HCPs represented 5.4% of the workforce).

26. Overall, 5.3% of HCPs with AIDS had an undetermined risk. The proportion, however, appears to be increasing from 1.5% in 1982 to 6.2% in 1987. The proportion of other AIDS patients with an undetermined risk also has increased over time. CDC Update, supra note 17, at 230.

27. Telephone interview with Jacqueline Polder, Epidemiologist, Hospital Infections Program, Centers for Disease Control (Feb. 15, 1989).


29. See CDC: HIV in HCWs, supra note 20, at 285-86 (HCW got blood on her index finger attempting to insert an arterial catheter into a patient; phlebotomist filling a vacuum blood-collection tube was spattered on her face and in her mouth when the top of the tube flew off; and medical technologist manipulating a blood-separating machine spilled blood on her hands and forearms).

30. See Centers for Disease Control, Apparent Transmission of Human T-Lymphotropic Virus Type III/Lymphadenopathy Associated Virus from a Child to a Mother Providing Health Care,
While the twenty-five reported cases of occupational exposure to HIV are cause for concern, they nonetheless appear relatively insignificant given the frequency of contacts between HCPs and HIV-infected patients.\(^{31}\) Several prospective studies show that even with a percutaneous exposure to HIV the risk of infection is fairly low. There is a range of 0.03 to 0.9 percent probability that an HCP will contract HIV following a documented case of percutaneous (e.g., a needle-stick or cut) or mucous membrane (e.g., a splash to the eye or mouth) exposure to HIV-infected blood.\(^{32}\) This rate of seroconversion compares favorably with the risk of twelve to seventeen percent after accidental percutaneous injection from patients with hepatitis B virus (HBV), even after passive immunization of recipients by immune serum globulin.\(^{33}\)

The spillage of blood on skin surfaces also is not thought to pose a significant risk. Three cases of seroconversion of HCPs from mucous membrane exposures to infected blood, however, demon-

---

35 Morbidity & Mortality Weekly Rep. 76, 76-77 (1986) (mother apparently infected with the virus while providing her son with nursing care that involved extensive unprotected exposure to the child's infected blood and bodily secretions and excretions).

31. As of December 5, 1988, there were a cumulative total of 79,823 cases of AIDS reported to the Centers for Disease Control. Centers for Disease Control, United States Cases Reported to CDC, Weekly Surveillance Rep., Dec. 5, 1988, at 1. There are estimated to be between 945,000 and 1.4 million persons infected with HIV. Inst. of Med., Nat'l Acad. of Sci., Confronting AIDS—Update 1988, 49-50 (1988) [hereinafter Confronting AIDS Update]. Many of those who have serious symptoms of infection or disease, because they need frequent treatment and care, have had repeated contact with HCPs.

32. See, e.g., CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 306-07; Friedland & Klein, supra note 17, at 1127 (placing the average level of risk of HIV transmission at 0.76%); Gerberding, Bryant-LeBlanc, Nelson, Moss, Osmond, Chambers, Carlson, Drew, Levy & Sande, Risk of Transmitting the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Cytomegalovirus, and Hepatitis B Virus to Health Care Workers Exposed to Patients with AIDS and AIDS-Related Conditions, 156 J. Infectious Diseases 1, 6 (1987) [hereinafter Gerberding] (less than 1%); Henderson, Saah, Zak, Kaslow, Lane, Folks, Blackwelder, Schmitt, LaCamera, Masur & Fauci, Risk of Nosocomial Infection with Human T-Cell Lymphotropic Virus Type III/Lymphadenopathy-Associated Virus in a Large Cohort of Intensively Exposed Health Care Workers, 104 Annals Intern Med. 644, 644 (1986) [hereinafter Henderson] (study found 0.56%); Marcus & CDC Cooperative Needlestick Surveillance Group, Surveillance of Health Care Workers Exposed to Blood from Patients Infected with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, 319 New Eng. J. Med. 1118, 1119-20 (1988) [hereinafter Marcus] (placing the average level of risk of HIV transmission at 0.42%); McCray, Occupational Risk of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome Among Health Care Workers, 314 New Eng. J. Med. 1127, 1131 (1986) (special report of the Cooperative Needlestick Surveillance Group found 0.72%). But see McEvoy, Porter, Mortimer, Simmons & Shanson, Prospective Study of Clinical, Laboratory, and Ancillary Staff with Accidental Exposures to Blood or Other Body Fluids from Patients Infected with HIV, 294 Brit. Med. J. 1595, 1596 (1987) (no seroconversions observed in HCWs who had been exposed to HIV).

33. See Friedland & Klein, supra note 17, at 1127.
strated that HIV can be transmitted through a nonparenteral exposure to blood. While these cases raised the level of public anxiety, they all involved substantial exposure to blood where adequate precautions were not taken. In each case blood also soaked through mucous membranes and the HCP had significant breaks in the skin allowing the virus access. There is no data quantifying the risk of surface skin exposure to blood. It is reasonable to assume, however, that the risk is far less than that caused by an injection of blood from a contaminated needle. This would place the risk of surface skin exposure, even to a large amount of blood, well below one percent.

C. Biting and Aggressive Behavior

A final possible occupational risk of HIV contraction is from aggressive behavior of some patients, such as those in emergency rooms and departments of psychiatry. Here, too, the risk is negligible. Several follow-up studies of biting revealed no evidence of HIV transmission.

D. Intimate Caring

The risks to HCPs, then, are almost exclusively through excessive contact with blood and bodily fluids and needle-stick injuries. If HCPs follow recommended precautions when handling bodily fluids and sharp instruments they will assure a virtually safe work environment.

The high degree of safety of ordinary contact, or even intimate caring activities, has been repeatedly demonstrated by major population studies of households, dentists, and HCWs in intimate contact with HIV-infected persons. Households with an HIV-infected

34. See CDC: HIV in HCWs, supra note 20, at 284-85.
35. Id.
36. Id. at 286-87.
37. Id. at 287.
38. See Friedland & Klein, supra note 17, at 1131.
40. See infra notes 67-78 and accompanying text.
41. These studies are reviewed in Friedland & Klein, supra note 17, at 1131-33; Gostin, Curran & Clark, The Case Against Compulsory Casefinding in Controlling AIDS—Testing, Screening and Reporting, 12 Am. J. L. & Med. 7, 22-23 (1986).
member have been studied over a period of years. In these families there was repeated exposure to saliva: they shared eating utensils, plates, drinking glasses, and toothbrushes; towels, linens, and clothes were sometimes soiled with saliva; family members helped patients to eat and drink; and they kissed on the cheeks and lips. Involving nearly 500 family members, these studies failed to find a single case of a family member contracting HIV without some additional exposure through a blood transfusion, sexual relations, or perinatal transmission.42

The risk of transmission also has been studied among dental workers who have had repeated exposures to saliva and blood. In one study of 1309 dental professionals (72 percent of whom treated high risk patients and 94 percent of whom reported accidental puncture wounds), only one without a history of behavioral risk factors for AIDS had HIV.43 That dentist is thought to have contracted HIV from blood exposure.44 Other studies have not found a single additional case of transmission to a dentist.45


44. Klein, supra note 43, at 88-89.

45. See generally Gerberding, supra note 32, at 8 (no evidence of HIV transmission from occupational exposure in HCWs, including dentists, at a San Francisco hospital); Siew, Gruninger & Hojvat, Screening Dentists for HIV and Hepatitis B, 318 NEW ENG. J. MED.
Similar studies have been done with HCPs who care for HIV-infected patients. These studies also have found no cases of HIV transmission that were not attributed to accidental needle-stick injuries or mucous membrane exposures to large amounts of blood. The studies, for example, found no transmission from the exposure of open wounds to saliva, from cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or from the performance of invasive procedures with direct exposure to saliva.

### E. Seriously Invasive Procedures

HCPs who carry out seriously invasive procedures, such as surgeons, have been in the forefront in calling for a right to know the serologic status of their patients. As the analysis of research above indicates, surgeons face a relatively low risk of HIV transmission. There have been no documented cases of seroconversion as the result of a surgical operation. Yet, HCPs who carry out seriously invasive procedures can potentially cut or puncture their skin with sharp surgical instruments, needles, or bone fragments. Studies indicate that surgeons will cut or puncture a glove in approximately one out of every four cases and will sustain a significant skin cut in one out of every forty cases.

Despite the high incidence of cut gloves and skin during surgery, the overall risk in operating on an HIV-positive patient remains remote. The prevalence of HIV infection among surgical patients can be assumed to be the same as for blood donors and military recruits and personnel, which is between 1 in 10,000 and 15

1400, 1400 (1988) (letter to the editor relating study of 1195 dentists, 84% of whom reported having received accidental skin punctures, that found no evidence of HIV infection despite exposure to high risk patients).

46. See generally Gerberding, supra note 32; Henderson, supra note 32; Hirsch, Wormser, Schooley, Ho, Felsenstein, Hopkins, Joline, Duncanson, Sarngadharan, Saxinger & Gallo, Risk of Nosocomial Infection with Human T-Cell Lymphotropic Virus III (HTLV-III), 312 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1 (1985); McCray, supra note 32; Weiss, supra note 28.

47. McCray, supra note 32, at 1127, 1129.


49. Gerberding, supra note 32, at 3.

50. See, e.g., Breo, supra note 8, at 1.


52. Id. at 1357.
in 10,000. The risk of infection after a skin puncture with infective materials is between 3 in 10,000 and 90 in 10,000. Given these data, the risk of contracting HIV in a single surgical operation of an HIV-infected patient is only in the range of 1 in 130,000 to 1 in 4,500.

F. Comparing the Risks of HCPs and Patients

The foregoing analysis shows that HCPs, even those engaged in seriously invasive procedures, have a very low risk of occupational exposure to HIV. There has been no scrutiny of transmission of HIV in the other direction—from HCPs to patients. No such cases have been recorded, which is not surprising since no systematic attempt has been made to discover which physicians are HIV-positive and whether their patients contract HIV.

This article assumes that the justifications for, and against, screening patients and HCPs are symmetrical. It is reasonable to assume that both the HCP and patient run a very small risk of transmission of HIV in health care settings. While this article contends that neither patient nor HCP has a valid claim for a right to know, it is important to stress that both groups possess strong arguments in favor of screening.

HCPs can argue that they run a relatively greater risk of contracting HIV than do their patients. They can point to the absence of any recorded case of HIV transmission from an HCP to a patient. An HCP clearly is more likely to sustain parenteral or mucous membrane exposures to HIV, which are the chief occupational causes of transmission. Surgeons or other HCPs performing seriously invasive procedures are likely to be exposed to a large quantity of contaminated tissue in the operative field. Patients, on the other hand, will be exposed to little, if any, blood from surgeons who cut or puncture themselves.

The patient has an equally compelling claim that his or her right to know takes precedence over the physician's. The surgeon's significant contact with the patient's blood and organs, together

53. Id. at 1358 (footnotes omitted).
54. Id.
55. Hagen, supra note 51, at 1358.
56. CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 317.
with the high rate of torn gloves, makes it reasonable to assume that the risk runs in both directions.

Even if the patient’s risk during a single operation is lower than that of the surgeon, the cumulative risk to surgical patients arguably is higher. While an HIV-infected patient is likely to have few seriously invasive procedures, the infected surgeon, even if the virus drastically shortens his or her surgical career, can be expected to perform between 100 and 500 operations. Even if one assumes that the risk of contracting HIV from an infected surgeon were at the low end of the range of risk discussed previously (1 in 130,000), then the cumulative risk that one of the surgeon’s patients will contract HIV would still be much more realistic—1 in 1,300 (assuming 100 operations) to 1 in 260 (assuming 500 operations).

Information about a person’s serologic status is necessary only if some action would be taken to reduce the risk of transmission that would not be taken if the information were unavailable. Information that a patient is HIV-positive is of very limited use to the physician since physicians have a professional, if not a legal, responsibility to treat infected patients. Usually it is not possible to utilize different methods for treating HIV-positive patients to reduce the risk of contracting the infection; and in some cases different methods could result in prolongation of operative time, potentially having an adverse effect on the patient. Further, the CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recommend the universal application of barrier protection in all cases of exposure to blood. Information that a patient is HIV-positive should not significantly affect the precautions taken in most cases.

58. See Ethical Issues, supra note 14, at 1360 (“a physician may not ethically refuse to treat a patient whose condition is within the physician’s current realm of competence solely because the patient is seropositive”).

59. See Annas, Not Saints, But Healers: The Legal Duties of Health Care Professionals in the AIDS Epidemic, 78 Am. J. Pub. Health 844, 848 (1988) (suggesting that health care providers in private practice have no legal duty to treat, except in specific situations dictated by statutory, common law, or contractual obligations).

60. CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 317.

61. Id. at 308. The CDC recommends that gloves, masks, protective eyewear, and gowns be worn depending on the procedure to be performed and the likelihood that such procedure will generate contact with blood or other bodily fluid. Id.

62. 52 Fed. Reg. 41,818, 41,821 (1987) (joint advisory notice of the Department of Labor and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) concerning protection against occupational exposures to HBV and HIV). Barriers in the form of engineering controls, work practices, and protective equipment are required. Id. at 41,820.

Patients, on the other hand, clearly would act upon the knowledge that their physicians were infected with HIV. "Information that their physician is seropositive, at least in the subjective view of most patients, is highly relevant to the treatment decisions patients must make. A patient usually has a choice of physicians, and many would not choose a physician who is infected with HIV."  

The purpose of this article is not to compare the respective claims of patients and HCPs to a right to know the serologic status of the other. Pitting the HCP and patient against one another in this way is singularly unhelpful. Rather, this article dwells on the comparison between risks, rights, and responsibilities of patients and HCPs for one reason: It is inherently likely that public policy would favor compulsory screening of patients, particularly those undergoing seriously invasive procedures, over compulsory screening of HCPs. This is likely both because HCPs often have more influence over the political process and because it is administratively more likely that patients will be tested for HIV during the course of performing routine blood tests. If HCPs assert a justification for testing patients for HIV without consent, it is reasonable to ask why that same justification does not apply equally, or at least substantially, to HCPs. Rather than pit the patient and HCP against one another, this article argues that HIV transmission for either patient or HCP is far too low to justify the personal and financial costs of systematic screening.

G. Relative Risk and the Perception of Risk

HCPs, by the nature of their profession, incur some risk of contracting infections from their patients. But the risks they incur from HIV are no greater, and probably less, than the risks from other contagious conditions or occupational hazards. HBV, not HIV, is the major occupational health hazard in the health care industry. The CDC estimates that 500 to 600 HCPs whose jobs entail exposing the principles of infection control for the prevention of HIV transmission, the task force concluded that these principles did not differ from those underlying the standard procedures recommended for any patient. Id. The task force concluded, therefore, that the special infection-control precautions for patients known to be infected with HIV are unnecessary in most health care settings. Id. Bui cf. Gerberding, Infection-Control Policies and AIDS, 316 New Eng. J. Med. 1480, 1480 (1987) (letter to the editor advocating universal compliance with CDC infection-control guidelines, while recognizing the difficulties of enforcement).

64. See supra notes 12-13 and accompanying text. For an in-depth analysis of the issue of a patient's right to know the serologic status of the physician, see generally Gostin, supra note 15.
sure to blood are hospitalized annually with HBV infections, and over 200 of those hospitalized die from the virus. Studies indicate that ten to forty percent of all health care or dental professionals show serologic evidence of past or current HBV infection.

The risks of HIV perceived by HCPs are distorted because of the high mortality of AIDS: the odds of contracting HIV are decidedly low but the consequences are severe. The risks also are distorted by societal perceptions of AIDS and its victims. It is not only that AIDS is a lethal disease; it also engenders social prejudice and irrational fear.

We like to believe that HCPs can view the disease with scientific detachment, immune from the prevailing fear and prejudice in society. As scientists, HCPs should recognize that they cannot expect to eliminate all risk. Provided the level of risk is within acceptable limits, it has to be accepted as a part of the ethical responsibilities of treating and caring for patients.

The goals then for HCPs, as for the public at large, are twofold: to educate HCPs about the fact that the risks of contracting HIV, while real, are well within the boundaries of other acceptable risks; and to train HCPs to take every precaution in handling the blood and bodily fluids of any patient to truly minimize the risk. These precautions are discussed next.

II. REDUCING THE OCCUPATIONAL RISKS OF HIV

The argument developed in this article against a right to know the patient's serologic status is not simply that the risk of HIV transmission is exceedingly low, but that it can be reduced even further without the need for testing. As early as 1985 the CDC recommended that blood and bodily fluid precautions be used consistently for all patients. This approach, referred to as universal blood and body fluid precautions or universal precautions, should be used in the care of all patients, including those in emergency settings in which the risk of blood exposure is increased and the infection sta-

The universal precautions recommended by the CDC have a number of specifications. First, all HCPs should routinely use appropriate barrier protection to prevent skin and mucous membrane exposure when contact with blood or other bodily fluids is anticipated. Gloves should be worn for touching blood and bodily fluids and for performing venipuncture; masks and protective eyewear should be worn during procedures that are likely to generate droplets of blood; gowns or aprons should be worn during procedures that are likely to generate splashes of blood. Second, hands and other skin surfaces should be washed immediately and thoroughly. Third, all HCPs should take precautions to prevent injury caused by needles, scalpels, or other sharp instruments. Detailed advice is given on avoiding manipulation of sharp implements by hand and for disposal in puncture-resistant containers. Fourth, HCPs with exudative lesions or weeping dermatitis should refrain from all direct patient care.

In addition to these universal precautions the CDC recommends special precautions for invasive procedures, dentists, autopsies or morticians' services, and laboratories. Guidelines for environmental hazards also are given. The CDC updated its recommendations in June 1988 by detailing the bodily fluids to which universal precautions do and do not apply.

68. See Baker, Kelen, Sivertson & Quinn, Unsuspected Human Immunodeficiency Virus in Critically Ill Emergency Patients, 257 J. A.M.A. 2609, 2609 (1987). The FDA recently approved a test for HIV antibodies that can be performed in only five minutes and does not require sophisticated equipment. The new test, Recombigen HIV-1 Latex Agglutination, uses an engineered protein and microscopic beads to detect antibodies to HIV. Five-Minute AIDS Test Is Approved by FDA, N.Y. Times, Dec. 14, 1988, at 21, col. 1.

69. CDC Recommendations: No. 2S, supra note 1, at 308.
70. Id.
71. Id.
72. Id.
73. CDC Recommendations: No. 2S, supra note 1, at 308.
75. Id. at 77; Centers for Disease Control, CDC Guidelines for the Prevention and Control of Nosocomial Infections: Guideline for Prevention of Surgical Wound Infections, 1985, 14 AM. J. INFECTION CONTROL 71, 78 (1986).
76. Blood is the single most important source of HIV, HBV, and other blood-borne pathogens in occupational settings. Centers for Disease Control, Update: Universal Precautions for Prevention of Transmission of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B Virus and Other Bloodborne Pathogens in Health-Care Settings, 57 MORBIDITY & MORTALITY WEEKLY REP. 377, 378 (1988). Universal precautions, therefore, apply to blood and other bodily fluids containing visible blood. Id. They also apply to semen, vaginal secretions, cerebrospinal fluid, synovial fluid, pluvial fluid, peritoneal fluid, and amniotic fluid. Id.
Although they could be used to set a professional standard of care in any future actions for negligence against hospitals or HCPs, the CDC guidelines have no actual regulatory effect. The Department of Labor and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), however, issued a joint advisory notice on occupational exposure to HIV and HBV. The notice is applicable to any worker who has a "predictable job-related requirement" that may involve exposure to blood or bodily fluids—primarily HCPs and "first response" emergency workers. OSHA has given advance notice of proposed rulemaking in order to protect workers from the risk of blood-borne diseases. OSHA has already begun inspections to examine actual workplace compliance with the joint advisory notice.

Recently, the Department of Labor issued the draft version of proposed regulations. Although not yet finalized, these draft proposed rules would closely follow CDC guidelines. Under the draft proposed regulations, workers would be required to handle all blood and bodily fluids as if the fluids were infected. Hospitals and health care employers would be required to identify workers who could be exposed to infectious materials and provide them with gloves, gowns, masks, and other protective clothing. Health care employers also would have to ensure that protective items were used appropriately. Employers would be responsible for compulsory employee training concerning the ways blood-borne diseases are transmitted and the safe handling of infectious material. Under the draft proposed regulations, hospital and other employers who fail to comply with the standards would be subject to penalties.

Public health, professional, and regulatory bodies have
supported universal precautions as the preferred policy response to impede the spread of HIV in health care settings. Documented seroconversion has occurred almost exclusively after direct contact with blood or bloody bodily fluids, either through needle-stick injury or by exposure of a mucous membrane or non-intact skin.\(^8\) Barrier protection against spillage or splattering of blood would virtually eliminate nonpercutaneous exposure.

Needle-stick injury is likely to remain the most important risk event for HCPs. Yet, these preventable accidents remain common.\(^8\) The rate of needle-stick injuries is gradually being lowered with the use of precautions, but still there are far too many.\(^9\)

**A. Proposals for the Enforcement of Universal Precautions**

The fact is that there continues to be significant noncompliance with CDC guidelines and other infection-control measures.\(^9\) One major reason for noncompliance is that it is difficult to convince HCPs in low prevalence areas to regard everyone as seropositive when few are.\(^9\) Even when HCPs do comply with the guidelines, they often must use essential equipment such as gowns, goggles,

and agencies employing health care workers should require adherence to Universal Precautions or other infection control procedures in performance standards and in workers' evaluations.

86. *See, e.g.*, Health & Pub. Pol'y Comm. of the Am. Co. of Physicians & Infectious Diseases Soc. of Am., *The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and Infection with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)*, 108 ANNALES INTERNAL MED. 460, 462 (1988) [hereinafter Am. Co. of Physicians] (“substantial data indicate the effectiveness of such barrier techniques in preventing transmission of hepatitis B”); Letter from the Am. Hosp. Ass'n, AIDS/HIV INFECTION POLICY: ENSURING A SAFE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT ii (Nov. 1987) [hereinafter AHA REP.] (“Because it is often not possible to know when an individual may be infected with the HIV, consistent use of a barrier to reduce the chances of direct contact with potentially infected blood and body substances is the best way to avoid accidental exposure to HIV infection.”).

87. *See supra* notes 80-84 and accompanying text.


92. *Id.*
and shoe covers that have not been inspected, and deal with procurement procedures designed to purchase the least expensive equipment without consideration for quality or effectiveness.\textsuperscript{93} Moreover, much of the equipment is simply poorly designed: gloves do not resist punctures and disposable needles cannot be disposed of safely.\textsuperscript{94}

A number of methods could be used to encourage, or require, HCPs to adopt universal precautions; other methods could be used to ensure HCPs of high quality equipment. First, states could require, perhaps through their professional accreditation bodies, participation in appropriate education programs and certification in infection-control knowledge.\textsuperscript{95} Second, OSHA or the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAHO) could require all health care facilities to make high quality infection-control devices and supplies available in all patient areas.\textsuperscript{96} Third, new designs for equipment could provide a safer environment for HCPs. Needlestick injuries, for example, could be significantly reduced by designs that allow the HCP's hands to remain behind the needle as it is covered, the needle to be covered before disassembly of the device, and the needle to remain covered after disposal.\textsuperscript{97} Other design improvements would include puncture-resistant gloves and more flexible and impervious barrier protection for the feet, hands, and face.\textsuperscript{98}

Finally, the Department of Labor and Health and the DHHS could systematically enforce the requirements for universal precautions through periodic inspections of all hospitals across the country. These proposals would undoubtedly be difficult and expensive to implement. But they hold out the best prospect for lowering occupational risks of HIV as well as all other major blood-borne diseases.\textsuperscript{99}

The primary alternative to universal precautions, often vehemently proposed, is routine HIV screening of patients, with precau-

\textsuperscript{93} See President's Comm'n, supra note 85, at 31.


\textsuperscript{95} See President's Comm'n, supra note 85, at 34 (recommendation 3-41). Florida already has passed a law requiring physicians to receive special training in infection control. See Gostin, Public Health Strategies for Confronting AIDS: Legislative and Regulatory Policy in the United States, 261 J. A.M.A. no. 11 (forthcoming March 17, 1989).

\textsuperscript{96} See President's Comm'n, supra note 85, at 34 (recommendation 3-43).


\textsuperscript{98} Address by James Luck, supra note 94.
tions used only for those who test positive. This article now will address the reasons why such a policy would be inefficacious.

B. Selective Precautions for Patients Who Test HIV-Positive

Despite the consensus on the need for universal precautions, many at least implicitly argue that the precautions are unnecessarily expensive and impractical. If HCPs were able to test routinely for HIV, the argument goes, precautions could be limited to those cases where the patient tested HIV-positive.

Implicit in this argument is a presumption that if a patient tests positive HCPs can take special precautions which they otherwise would not have taken, and that those special precautions will reduce the occupational risks of HIV. The evidence, however, does not support such a presumption: in the overwhelming majority of occupational transmission cases, the HCP already knew the patient was HIV-positive. Indeed, knowledge that a patient is HIV-positive may well increase the occupational risk to HCPs, perhaps because the HCP is overly conscious of the threat of HIV and thus becomes hesitant and awkward.

Rather than using special precautions only when a patient tests HIV-positive, HCPs should employ appropriate precautions whenever they anticipate contact with blood or bodily fluids, irrespective of the patient's serologic status. Failure to do so may result in a false sense of security if the patient tests negative. If HCPs, relying upon negative test results, do not take appropriate precautions, they greatly increase their chances of infection. Current HIV tests are imperfect. They detect antibodies to the virus, not the virus itself. Characteristically, the body will not produce antibodies for weeks after infection. In some cases there will be no detectable antibodies for up to fourteen months. Although these infected

100. See supra notes 27-38 and accompanying text.
101. In one medical center in New York City, 1 out of every 10 reported needle-stick accidents occurred in the course of caring for an HIV-infected patient. Krasinski, LaCouture & Holzman, Effect of Changing Needle Disposal Systems on Needle Puncture Injuries, 8 INFECTIO N CONTROL 59, 61 (1987). In a different New York City medical center, at least 7% of 440 house officers had percutaneous exposures when caring for patients with AIDS. Weiss, supra note 28, at 2090.
102. HIV tests produce a small number of false negative results—usually under 1%. For an examination of the technical aspects of these tests, see infra note 109.
104. Id.
patients produce no antibodies and test negative, they still will be infectious and capable of transmitting the virus. Thus, reliance on an antibody test result for the purpose of using selective precautions is a dangerous practice that probably increases the risk of HIV transmission.

Reliance on HIV antibody screening also increases the risk of transmission of other blood-borne diseases. A different strain of HIV already exists in Africa and, in rare cases, in the United States. As discussed above, HBV is very prevalent in health care settings. Other blood-borne diseases, including those now known to cause certain human cancers, also are transmissible in hospitals. Health care environments cannot be made safer by relying on imperfect technology designed to screen out infectious from noninfectious patients. In the long run, HCPs can protect themselves only by assuming that all blood and bodily fluids may be contaminated with some infectious agent, and by taking appropriate precautions.

Even if screening in health care settings were shown to be efficacious in impeding the spread of HIV, the personal, social, and financial costs of screening would be prohibitive.

III. INFORMED CONSENT TO HIV TESTING: DEFENDING THE PATIENT'S AUTONOMY AND PRIVACY

The HIV antibody test, the Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA), perhaps greater than any other procedure in modern medical history, has stirred controversy: while it is a relatively accurate test, it does generate a significant number of false positive results when administered to a low prevalence population. In

105. Id.
107. See supra notes 65-66 and accompanying text.
108. Address by David Bell, supra note 106.
109. The current test to detect HIV antibodies is the Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). A person is identified as HIV-positive when a sequence of tests, starting with repeated ELISAs and including a confirmatory test such as the Western Blot, are repeatedly reactive. The ELISA, in fact, is one of the most accurate of all medical tests, with a sensitivity and specificity of at least 99%, when performed under optimal laboratory conditions. CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 315. See Burke, Brundage, Redfield, Damato, Schoble, Putman, Visintire & Kim, Measurement of the False Positive Rate in a Screening Program for Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infections, 319 N. ENG. J. MED. 961, 962 (1988). ELISA's bad reputation came from earlier versions where its
addition, a positive test result itself engenders irrational fear and prejudice\textsuperscript{10} and is perceived to have no potential benefit for the patient because no curative treatment exists.\textsuperscript{11} This anti-testing bias is seen repeatedly in the opposition by high risk group members to widespread testing.\textsuperscript{12}

HIV testing, however, takes many different forms and is done for many different reasons. The patient and others can benefit from HIV testing. But since that benefit is often equivocal, and since there are many potentially adverse personal and social effects, the decision must rest with the patient. The chief purpose of this section is to show why, as a matter of law and ethics, informed consent should always be obtained prior to an HIV test.\textsuperscript{13} The one excep-


110. Public opinion polls have consistently shown that a significant minority of people believe that HIV-positive persons should not be permitted in ordinary schools, jobs, and public housing. Others believe they deserve the "punishment" they are receiving. See Blendon & Donelan, \textit{Discrimination Against People with AIDS: The Public's Perspective}, 319 New Eng. J. Med. 1022, 1023-25 (1988).


tion is blind epidemiologic screening where the patient's identity cannot be ascertained. ¹¹⁴

A. Voluntary Testing

Testing for HIV in health care settings after obtaining the informed consent of the patient poses no significant legal or ethical difficulties because the decision rests ultimately with the subject of the test. The CDC recommends testing with the informed consent of patients for: (1) patient diagnosis and management, (2) management of parenteral or mucous membrane exposures of HCPs, and (3) counseling and serologic testing to prevent and control HIV transmission in the community. ¹¹⁵ Clearly, the testing objectives for each of these categories are very different: the rationales for the test may be to benefit the patient, the HCP, or the welfare of others in the community.

Most patients would consent to an HIV test if they knew it...
would benefit others. These patients, however, must receive full information that accurately states the reasons for the test. The informed consent form that patients sign also should explain the performance, the meaning, and the benefits of the test, as well as the physical, personal, financial, and social risks of being tested. Accurately informing patients of the true reasons for the test is ethically important. Patients may reasonably assume that all tests are performed in their interests unless otherwise specified. HCPs would be obtaining consent by misrepresentation if they did not fairly and accurately disclose to patients that they actually were being tested to safeguard the health of HCPs or others.

1. Patient Diagnosis and Management.—The CDC recommends HIV testing as "a useful diagnostic tool for evaluating patients with selected clinical signs and symptoms" associated with HIV disease. Use of an HIV test for diagnostic purposes has potential benefits for the patient. A positive test result, for example, may allow early treatment and diet control to prolong life. A negative result could rule out HIV, leading the physician to explore other causes and treatments. But the benefits are finely balanced against the potential drawbacks. The most promising treatment, zidovudine (also known as AZT), currently is not indicated for early nonsymptomatic HIV, and its cumulative effects are highly toxic. The value of an HIV test, therefore, is a matter of personal judgment for the patient.

2. Management of Parenteral or Mucous Membrane Exposures.—As discussed above, if HCPs sustain parenteral or mucous membrane exposures to blood or bodily fluids, they run only a small risk of HIV transmission. The CDC recommends that the source patient

117. CDC Recommendations: Testing, supra note 114, at 513. It is clinically appropriate to test for HIV if the patient has "symptoms such as generalized lymphadenopathy; unexplained dementia; chronic, unexplained fever or diarrhea; unexplained weight loss; or diseases such as tuberculosis as well as sexually transmitted diseases, generalized herpes, and chronic candidiasis." Id.
118. Carpenter & Mayer, Advances in AIDS and HIV Infections, 33 Advances in Internal Med. 45, 65-68 (G. Stollerman ed. 1988) (The most common toxicity is a suppression of hematopoiesis, resulting in the need for one or more transfusions in more than a third of patients.). Zidovudine is thought by some to be potentially effective in new cases of HIV infection. See La Fon, Lehrman & Barry, Prophylactically Administered Retrovir in Health Care Workers Potentially Exposed to the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, 158 J. Infectious Diseases 503, 503 (1988). Clinical trials to assess the efficacy of Zidovudine in asymptomatic patients are currently proceeding.
be informed of the incident and tested for HIV after consent is obtained.\textsuperscript{119} Knowing the serologic status of the source patient, however, is of no clinical benefit to the HCP. Any transmission of HIV already has occurred and knowledge of a patient's HIV status will not alter that fact. Yet, HCPs who are exposed to bodily fluids claim the right to know in order to ease the burden of uncertainty. There may be some psychological benefit of discovering the patient's serologic status, but even that benefit is uncertain. If the patient tests positive, the HCP's anxiety will, if anything, be increased even though the risk of transmission is less than one percent.\textsuperscript{120} If the patient tests negative, the HCP still is advised to seek medical evaluation and testing if the patient is in a high risk group for HIV. Because of the "window" period (the time between infection and the development of a detectable antibody),\textsuperscript{121} source patients who test negative still may be infectious.\textsuperscript{122} Thus, reliance on a negative test result may lead to false assurances.

Many state legislatures, recognizing the concern of HCPs, specifically require notification of an HIV-positive test following a parenteral or mucous membrane exposure.\textsuperscript{123} The CDC,\textsuperscript{124} and most states that have legislated in the area of HIV testing,\textsuperscript{125} have not recommended or authorized testing without consent.\textsuperscript{126} Given the absence of any clear health benefit to the HCP, the value of compelling the patient to be tested would be difficult to establish.

3. Prevention and Control of HIV Transmission in the Community.—The CDC does not recommend "routine" screening of general hospital patients. It does recommend, however, counseling and routine

\textsuperscript{119} CDC: Preventing Transmission in the Workplace, supra note 67, at 685.
\textsuperscript{120} As to the risks of seroconversion following a parenteral exposure to HIV-contaminated blood or bodily fluids, see Marcus, supra note 32, at 1119-20, 1122 (concluding that the risk of infection after exposure to blood of seropositive patient is low).
\textsuperscript{121} See supra notes 103-105 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{122} See CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 316.
\textsuperscript{124} See CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 317.
\textsuperscript{125} See Gostin, supra note 95.
\textsuperscript{126} Two exceptions are Colorado and Maine, which allow for testing of patients without consent after a needle-stick accident. Id. In Maine this can occur only after a court order. Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 5, § 19203-A(4) (1988). See also Holthaus, Consent Advised Before AIDS-Antibody Tests, HOSPITALS, July 20, 1988, at 40-41.
HIV testing for a number of categories of persons who engage in high risk behaviors. But even here the CDC recommends testing only with the person’s informed consent.

There is, therefore, little support for compulsory screening even for prevention and control of HIV transmission. The reason for the lack of support is the paucity of evidence that compulsory testing would protect the public from viral transmission. It is assumed sometimes that people will make more rational decisions about behavior changes if they are informed of their serological status. This is an assumption that has yet to be substantiated. There is still insufficient behavioral research to prove that knowledge of seropositivity influences behavior at all. Even if such knowledge did influence behavior, it is difficult to predict in which direction the behavior would move. Will those informed that they are seropositive altruistically refrain from high risk behavior, or will they act more dangerously because there is little left to lose? The available evidence thus far indicates that counseling, not necessarily testing, is helpful in reducing unsafe behavior.

Counseling for behavior change is a highly personal matter. The patient must be the one to decide voluntarily whether to combine testing with counseling.

B. Involuntary Testing

Those who call for routine testing of hospital patients seldom define what is intended by the term. Some have used the term “routine testing” to mean that all patients, or a certain category of patient, should be tested as a matter of course, unless they state a

127. The CDC recommends “routine” testing of the following groups: persons who may have a sexually transmitted disease, intravenous (IV) drug users, persons who consider themselves at risk, women of childbearing age with identifiable risks, prisoners, and prostitutes. CDC Recommendations: Testing, supra note 114, at 511-13.

128. Id. at 511.


130. For arguments against compulsory testing to protect the public health, see generally Gostin, Screening for AIDS: Efficacy, Cost, and Consequences, 2 AIDS & PUB. POL’Y J. 14 (1987); Gostin & Curran, AIDS Screening, Confidentiality and the Duty to Warn, 77 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 361 (1987); Gostin, Curran & Clark, supra note 41.

131. The CDC does recommend consent prior to “routine” testing. CDC Recommendations: No. 25, supra note 1, at 317.
particular objection. Such routine testing that did not inform each person in advance that an HIV test would be performed and did not require prior consent, however, clearly would be an involuntary procedure. Where patients are unaware that an HIV test will be given, their consent is fraudulently obtained.

Some HCPs argue that obtaining consent to draw blood and to do routine serologic tests is sufficient in law, without any need to obtain specific consent for an HIV test. HCPs already feel overburdened by informed consent requirements and see no need for an additional consent. After all, the practice in medicine for many years has been to perform a whole battery of blood tests without obtaining consent for each particular test. Moreover, the HCPs contend that HIV testing has no possible adverse physical effects for patients. The drawing of blood is a procedure with minimal risk, and once the blood is drawn, performance of another test on the blood cannot harm the patient physically. These HCPs argue that the law of informed consent does not apply to a test that poses no physical risk and has as its sole adverse effect the negative societal reactions to the test and the disease. Others go further and say that the only reason we do not mandatorily test is that AIDS has become a "politically protected" disease.

The law of informed consent in many jurisdictions lays down a patient-oriented standard for the information that must be disclosed by the physician. The doctrine of informed consent is based

132. This appeared to be the position of the Reagan Administration as enunciated by the President's Assistant for Policy Development. Bauer, AIDS Testing, 2 AIDS & Pub. Pol'y J. 1, 2 (1987).
133. See Gillon, supra note 116, at 823.
134. Testing without the patient's knowledge or consent is not often discussed in the professional literature in this country, but a recent study did show that there is a considerable amount of surreptitious HIV-testing in hospitals. See Henry, Willenbring & Crossley, supra note 9, at 1821. In Great Britain, however, the professional AIDS literature has been dominated by a debate on whether specific consent to an HIV test is required or desirable in law. See generally Dyer, Testing for HIV, the Medicolegal View, 295 Brit. Med. J. 871 (1987); Morris, AIDS Counselling and Informed Consent, 294 Brit. Med. J. 839 (1987); Sherrard & Gatt, Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Antibody Testing, 295 Brit. Med. J. 911 (1987). A similar debate has taken place in Canada. See generally Frank, Goel, Coates, Harvey & Schiralli, Testing for HIV Infection: Ethical Considerations Revisited, 139 CANADIAN MED. A. J. 287 (1988) (the authors believe the risk to the patient is the most significant factor in deciding when to test for HIV).
135. The only physical risk of drawing blood involves minor bruising or, rarely, infection.
136. See Bauer, supra note 132, at 2.
upon the principle of autonomy, not paternalism. It is for patients to assess the value of a medical procedure and to determine where their interests lie. If the adverse consequences would be intolerable for the reasonable, prudent patient, that patient is entitled to make the decision, however unwise the assessment appears in the HCP's eyes. "Although the probability of an adverse result may seem slight to the physician . . . he cannot withhold information if it is relevant to a patient's ability to make an informed consent." Thus, courts require physicians to provide all information that a reasonable patient would find relevant in making an informed decision to undergo a medical procedure.

Risks relevant or "material" to a patient's decision usually have been confined to physical risks, rather than potential social harms. If the purpose of the doctrine of informed consent is to place the health care decision with the patient, however, then serious social consequences are just as relevant for the patient as physical harms. Reasonably prudent patients would regard the potential social consequences of a positive HIV test as highly relevant to the decision to undergo the test. An HIV test is a powerful indicator of a patient's future health: scientists now believe that virtually all of those infected with HIV will go on to have serious symptomatology, ranging from severe immune deficiency and neurological dysfunction, to death. As with many medical tests that predict grave or fatal dis-

---

138. Canterbury, 464 F.2d at 786 ("[T]he patient's right of self decision shapes the boundaries of the [physician's] duty to reveal.").
141. Canterbury, 464 F.2d at 781-82; Cobbs v. Grant, 8 Cal. 3d 229, 243, 502 P.2d 1, 10, 104 Cal. Rptr. 505, 514 (1972) (integral part of physician's overall obligation to the patient is duty to reasonably disclose available choices with respect to proposed therapy, as well as all dangers inherently and potentially involved in each choice); Harnish, 387 Mass. at 156-57, 439 N.E.2d at 243-44.
142. After 8-1/2 years more than 40% of infected individuals in studies have developed AIDS; a similar percentage has developed symptoms of HIV and is expected to progress to AIDS. Statistics predict the possibility that virtually all will develop AIDS.
eases, some patients prefer to know the information, while others do not.

Some patients bear an intolerable psychological burden when informed that they are HIV-positive, particularly if they did not even know they were being tested. A diagnosis of HIV-positivity clearly involves the extremes of human emotion—panic, hatred, guilt, and hopelessness. The intensity of these emotional responses to HIV may be due at least partially to the virus’s linkage with two of life’s most powerful experiences—sex and death.¹⁴³

A major study has indicated that men aged twenty to fifty-nine with HIV in New York City are at least sixty-six times more likely to commit suicide than the general population of that city.¹⁴⁴ Due to the devastating impact of the information that someone is HIV-positive, one of the highest risk periods for suicide during the course of HIV infection is shortly after the patient learns of the diagnosis. A number of anecdotal reports and psychiatric observations¹⁴⁵ suggest that suicide can result from news of a positive test result. As one commentator concluded, “Thus, the potential for severe, even fatal, emotional consequences should heighten concerns about inappropriate HIV antibody testing without proper indications, informed consent, or counseling. The risk of suicide is one more reason that such tests should never be considered as ‘routine.’”¹⁴⁶

Evidence of a condition that may lead to a grave or fatal illness would be of great importance to anyone. Thrusting such unwanted health information on a patient is unconscionable. Unless HCPs tell their patients about the powerful emotional and psychological impact of HIV-positive test results, the HCPs have not provided them with all the information a reasonable patient would find relevant in making an informed decision.

HCPs also should inform patients of the potentially serious social consequences of HIV-positive test results. Hospitals and other

within 13 years after initial infection. Confronting AIDS Update, supra note 31, at 35-36.

¹⁴⁴. Marzuk, Tierney, Tardiff, Gross, Morgan, Hsu & Mann, Increased Risk of Suicide in Persons with AIDS, 259 J. A.M.A. 1333, 1335 (1988). These results are thought to be an underestimate, given the difficulties of establishing both AIDS and suicide in official death statistics. Id. at 1336-37. It is interesting to note that about 5 out of the 12 suicides studied occurred in black or hispanic patients; that 5 of them expressed suicidal intent to others; and that 25% of the suicides were committed by jumping from windows in medical units of general hospitals. Id. at 1335.
¹⁴⁶. Glass, supra note 143, at 1370.
health providers cannot guarantee the confidentiality of HIV test results. Unauthorized disclosure of the results can cause ostracism among family and friends, and can result in the loss of a job, a home, a place in school, insurance, or other benefits. These powerful social and emotional consequences of an HIV test would be weighed carefully by any reasonably prudent patient.

Those in favor of "routine" HIV tests contend that the tests are akin to the blood tests done for blood counts and chemistries. This argument is fundamentally wrong. Such routine tests have no equivalent personal and social consequences, and if they did have such consequences, courts likely would require HCPs to obtain specific consent. Those in favor of "routine" HIV testing also mistakenly presume that routine testing for HIV is the standard of care in the medical profession. In fact, the CDC recommends against screening low risk groups such as general hospital patients as a matter of course.

HCPs and hospitals can be found liable precisely because the overwhelming consensus of professional opinion is that informed consent is required before an HIV test. Policy statements from the World Health Organization (WHO), the CDC, the Presidential Commission on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus Epidemic (President's Commission), the AMA, the American Hospital Association (AHA), the Institute of Medicine, and many other leading professional organizations have recommended that HIV testing be performed only with fully informed consent and counseling. A standard of practice favoring informed consent and counsel-
ing has evolved through this large body of professional opinion. A physician who fails adequately to inform and counsel a patient prior to performing an HIV test is likely to be found negligent for failing to conform with the professional standard of care.

In any event, in most American jurisdictions, the information an HCP must give to a patient is not what is generally accepted in the medical profession. Rather, HCPs must provide any information that reasonably prudent patients would regard as material to the health care decision they must make. Patients have a right of self-determination in what is done with their blood, particularly when the personal and social consequences are as severe as they are after an HIV-positive test.

Courts have been highly consistent in clarifying when disclosure is unnecessary. HCPs may dispense with disclosure when the treatment is necessary in an emergency or is nonelective, when the patient is incompetent, or when disclosure would be harmful to the patient's psychological state. Thus, the only valid reasons for withholding relevant information are ostensibly for the patient's therapeutic benefit.

It is impossible to conceive that an HIV test would fit into any of the recognized categories where consent can be dispensed with; it is not an emergency procedure, and it is not medically necessary or life threatening. Further, asking patients if they want an HIV test is hardly likely to be harmful to their psychological state. It certainly would not be as harmful as performing the test without the patients' knowledge and then informing them of the result.

Nevertheless, physicians sometimes believe that an HIV test is beneficial to the patient for reasons of diagnosis or treatment. In those instances, the HCP would have to explain the potential benefits and risks to the patient, who would then have the final word on whether to be tested.

The most telling argument in favor of disclosure and informed consent is that the physician's motivation often is founded not upon the patient's interests, but upon the interests of the physician. The physician's ethical prerogative to practice medicine, even to perform

a simple blood test, lies in the fact that the patient stands to benefit from the intervention. Physicians, of course, are permitted to act for the benefit of others, provided they have the patient's informed consent. The patient thus should at least be aware that the HCP intends to use the blood for other purposes.

With involuntary HIV testing, however, the physician is purporting to act for the benefit of others when there is no evidence that others will in fact benefit and, moreover, the physician does not have his or her patient's permission to do so. The physician might argue that the ethical rules are bent only slightly because the patient really is not harmed. But as one physician concluded: "We trade on a deceit—a minor deceit but undoubtedly a deceit—if without either explicit or implicit permission we start using our patients for the benefit of others."\(^{160}\)

HIV testing without consent, therefore, is similar to medical research not intended for the benefit of the patient. The legal and ethical arguments in favor of informed consent, with special safeguards against abuse, are well rehearsed. There is perhaps no other area of human endeavor where consent and autonomy matter more.

HIV testing without knowledge or consent goes against the very purpose of the test: facilitating education and counseling. The prevailing view is that patients should be informed of the potential consequences of positive HIV test results; the possibility that the test may be falsely positive; the behavior that is desirable to help prevent further spread of HIV; the potential psychological impact; and the locations where the patient can get personal, social, and financial support in coping with the burden of the disease.\(^{161}\) By neglecting to inform the patient that the test will be performed, HCPs fail to provide the patient with the dignity and help that is now uniformly accepted in the practice of medicine.

There are, moreover, serious ethical questions raised by failing to treat the patient as a partner. How can HCPs inform their patients of HIV-positive test results when the patients never knew the test was being performed in the first place? If the sole purpose of a test were the physician's perceived safety, would the physician withhold a positive test result from the patient? To do so would be to breach a duty of care toward the patient. Withholding relevant health care information from a patient is untenable. The future di-

---

161. For a discussion of informed consent and counseling in relation to an HIV test, see Confronting AIDS Update, supra note 31, at 71-74.
agnosis, care, and treatment of the patient could be jeopardized if the information were kept secret. Yet, to disclose the information, as the physician must, would be to impose a potential burden of stigma and discrimination on the patient, which the patient neither invited nor even knew about.

The justifications for fully informed consent to HIV testing, then, are that it respects a patient's autonomy and privacy in law, it complies with the well-accepted clinical standards of care, and it maintains the ethical integrity of the medical profession and the dignity and worth of the patient.

IV. HIV SCREENING IN HOSPITALS: LEGAL AND FINANCIAL BURDENS

Hospitals should have no interest in collecting sensitive health care information when they can do nothing with that information to improve HCP safety or patient care. This section will show that hospitals would bear additional legal and financial burdens by implementing screening programs.

Collection of information creates a demand for its use that could result in legal liability for the hospital. Three potential ways to use, or fail to use, the information could be costly for the hospital: discrimination against the patient by refusing care or providing substandard care; unauthorized disclosure of the data to family, employers, landlords, or insurers; or failure to protect sexual and needle-sharing partners, who are in immediate danger of contracting the patient's infection.

A. Refusal to Treat or Substandard Treatment

Surveys of physician attitudes have consistently shown that many are fearful of, and some would even refuse to treat, AIDS patients.162 Physicians are accustomed to having some freedom in de-

---

162. See, e.g., Gerbert, Majuire, Badner, D. Greenspan, J. Greenspan, Barnes & Carlton, Changing Dentists' Knowledge, Attitudes and Behaviors Relating to AIDS: A Controlled Educational Intervention, 116 J. AM. DENTAL A. 851, 851 (1988) (education increased willingness of health care professionals to treat AIDS patients); Kelly, St. Lawrence, Smith, Hood & Cook, Stigmatization of AIDS Patients by Physicians, 77 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 789, 789-91 (1987) (physicians exhibited harsh attitude judgments and much less willingness to interact, even in routine conversation, with patients whose illness was identified as AIDS); Lewis, Freeman & Corey, AIDS-Related Competence of California's Primary Care Physicians, 77 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 795, 795 (1987) (a majority of physicians interviewed lacked AIDS-related knowledge and skills; competency was associated with physician's level of discomfort in dealing with homosexuals); Valenti & Anarella, Survey of Hospital Personnel on Understanding of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome, 14 AM. J. INFEC-
ciding who they will treat, and they are confronted for the first time in a generation with the prospect that they may contract their patients' lethal infections. Were physicians to have ready access to the serologic status of all of their patients, there is a good chance that some would refuse to treat them, or would provide substandard treatment. As employers of these physicians, hospitals would face legal liability.

The legal duty to treat patients with AIDS has been established under common law, as well as under federal and state handicap statutes. Once a patient is accepted for treatment by a hospital or physician a therapeutic relationship exists. After this health care provider/patient relationship is established, the provider has a duty not to abandon the patient. The general rule is that a provider/patient relationship continues until "it is terminated by mutual consent; it is terminated by the patient; the services are no longer needed; or the provider withdraws after reasonable notice to the patient." A number of statutes designed to safeguard against discrimination of handicapped people probably would bar any refusal to treat or provide adequate treatment, solely because the person had AIDS or HIV infection. Most legal commentators have concluded that

---

163. See R. Bayer, supra note 112.
165. Annas, supra note 59, at 845 (emphasis in original).
166. See supra note 164; also infra notes 169-180 and accompanying text. During a period when no harm will accrue to the patient, however, the hospital or physician probably may terminate the relationship.
federal and state handicap laws apply to persons who are, or are perceived to be, infected with HIV.\textsuperscript{167} Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (the Rehabilitation Act) provides that “[n]o otherwise qualified handicapped individual . . . shall solely by reason of his handicap, be . . . subjected to discrimination.”\textsuperscript{168}

Until recently, it was not clear that a person with HIV was “handicapped” within the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act because of a controversial Justice Department memorandum\textsuperscript{169} and the express refusal of the Supreme Court to decide the issue.\textsuperscript{170} A 1987 amendment to the Rehabilitation Act, however, makes it clear that persons with a currently infectious disease or infection, including HIV, are handicapped if they do not “constitute a direct threat to health or safety” and are able “to perform the duties of the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{168} 29 U.S.C. § 794 (Supp. IV 1986).
\item \textsuperscript{169} Prior to the Supreme Court's decision in School Bd. of Nassau County v. Arline, 480 U.S. 273, reh'g denied, 107 S. Ct. 1915 (1987), the Justice Department held the opinion that Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (the Rehabilitation Act) did not apply to persons with HIV since they could not be regarded as handicapped. See Cooper, \textit{Application of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to Persons with AIDS, ARC or Infection with the AIDS Virus} (June 23, 1986) (available from Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, Room 5224, 10th St. & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530). Although the Supreme Court in \textit{Arline} did not reach the issue of the Rehabilitation Act's applicability to AIDS, 480 U.S. at 282 n.7, the Court did rule that the government could not use the artificial distinction between infection and disease as a basis for discrimination. \textit{Id.} at 282. The Justice Department recently changed its opinion, saying that the Rehabilitation Act does apply to persons with HIV. See Culvhouse Jr., \textit{Application of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to HIV Infected Individuals} (Sept. 27, 1988) (available from Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, Room 5224, 10th St. & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530).
job." Moreover, the lower courts have consistently held that HIV-related impairments, including asymptomatic HIV infection, are covered under the Rehabilitation Act. Former President Reagan also directed all federal agencies to protect HIV-infected employees against discrimination.

The major problem with the Rehabilitation Act is that it applies only to programs receiving federal financial assistance, and does not extend into the private sector. All fifty states and the District of Columbia, however, have handicap statutes similar to the federal Rehabilitation Act. In all but five jurisdictions handicap statutes prohibit discrimination against private as well as public employees. Many state courts, human rights commissions, and attorneys general have expressly found that the handicap laws apply to AIDS or HIV infection.

To underscore the importance of protecting persons with HIV from discrimination, many states and municipalities have enacted AIDS-specific statutes or ordinances. These state antidiscrimination statutes characteristically target specific areas such as employment, housing, or insurance. Some local ordinances, such as those in San Francisco and Los Angeles, are even more comprehensive, prohibiting discrimination in business establishments, public accommodations, educational institutions, and city facilities or services.

Hospitals and physicians, therefore, would risk liability if they

174. Gostin, supra note 95.
175. The five jurisdictions are Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Idaho, and Michigan. Gostin, supra note 95.
177. States having such antidiscrimination employment statutes include California, Florida, Hawaii, Maine, Massachusetts, Oregon, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. Gostin, supra note 95.
178. States having such antidiscrimination housing laws include California, Florida, and Hawaii. Gostin, supra note 95.
used HIV-related information to refuse treatment to persons who are, or are perceived to be, HIV-positive. This provides another powerful reason for hospitals to avoid actively collecting this information.

B. Confidentiality

Individuals infected with HIV, whether HCP or patient, are concerned with maintaining the confidentiality of their health status. HIV infection is associated with sexual practice and drug use, universally regarded as personal and sensitive activities. In addition, the majority of people infected with HIV in the United States are members of groups that are traditionally disfavored. Even before the AIDS epidemic, gays and intravenous (IV) drug users were subject to persistent prejudice and discrimination.181 AIDS brings with it a special stigma. Attitude surveys show that even though most Americans understand the modes through which HIV is spread, a significant minority still would exclude those who are HIV-positive from schools, public accommodations, and the workplace.182 Unauthorized disclosure of a person's serologic status can lead to social opprobrium among family and friends, as well as loss of employment, housing, and insurance.

HCPs and patients in hospitals, therefore, have strong grounds for desiring personal privacy and confidentiality of their serologic status. Their cooperation with hospital and public health authorities is dependent upon their expectation of privacy. Two serious consequences of a policy of routine screening are that patients may choose to avoid or postpone treatment, and HCPs may seek to evade any testing requirement. Trust in and compliance with many public health programs depend upon the maintenance of a person's privacy.

Hospitals that systematically collect the HIV status of patients or HCPs will find it very difficult to keep that information confidential. Numerous staff members, third-party payors, and others have access to a hospital's health records. Even elaborate schemes developed by some hospitals, such as keeping separate AIDS records or having a special coding or marking for AIDS records, have not overcome the problem. Further, if hospitals keep a systematic record of

181. See generally Note, The Constitutional Status of Sexual Orientation: Homosexuality as a Suspect Classification, 98 HARV. L. REV. 1285 (1985) (arguing that lesbians and gays should be protected as a suspect class under the fourteenth amendment).
182. Blendon & Donelan, supra note 110, at 1024.
HIV-positive patients or HCPs there will be strong pressures to release lists of names. Pressure to release names of those who test HIV-positive could come from many sources: the public health department may desire the information for purposes of medical surveillance and contact tracing; state boards of medical licensure or patients themselves might seek to know which physicians are HIV-positive; persons engaged in litigation might seek this information to establish that they contracted HIV, for example, from a surgeon or patient, or as the result of a blood transfusion.

Thus, by collecting sensitive health care data, hospitals may find themselves under great pressure to disclose that information. Another possibility is that the information may be disclosed intentionally or carelessly by persons with access to medical files. If a person's HIV status is disclosed intentionally or negligently without the person's consent, a hospital could face substantial liability.

Such liability could arise under the common law or by statute. In most states courts have held that there is an enforceable common-law duty inherent in a physician/patient relationship to keep sensitive health care information confidential. Failure to maintain confidentiality is actionable at law and can result in damages.

Remarkably, almost half the states in America now have special statutes protecting the confidentiality of AIDS-related information. Most of these statutes broadly protect the identity of individuals seeking an HIV test, their seropositive status, all unauthorized disclosures of the medical record, and information obtained from interviews for the purposes of partner notification.

Common-law and statutory requirements across the country,


186. See Dickens, supra note 184, at 3449.
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therefore, require hospitals to maintain strict confidentiality of health care information. By systematically collecting this data without any clear benefit, hospitals would needlessly open themselves up to potential liability.

C. Duty to Protect Sexual and Needle-Sharing Partners

Were hospitals to collect HIV-related information, they also could face liability for failing to notify a patient's sexual or needle-sharing partner of the risk of contracting the virus. While the duty to keep personal information confidential is strict, it may be overridden by other duties owed by the holder of the information. Courts have held that HCPs must disclose confidential information to those for whom the patient poses a foreseeable danger.189 Some courts have established a duty to protect,190 while others have merely carved out an exception to the principle of confidentiality making it lawful to disclose confidences when necessary to protect third parties in foreseeable danger.191

The duty or power to protect usually applies only to identifiable persons at risk and not to "statistically probable victims."192 Accordingly, a reasonably specific and high degree of potential harm, such as with a known sexual or needle-sharing partner, is required

189. This theory of liability stems from Tarasoff v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 17 Cal. 3d 425, 551 P.2d 334, 131 Cal. Rptr. 14 (1976), where the court sustained a cause of action against a psychologist who did not warn a third party of his patient's intention to murder her. The patient later murdered the third party. The court concluded that once a therapist determines or should have determined that a patient poses a serious danger to another, that therapist bears a duty to warn the potential victim. *Id.* at 430, 551 P.2d at 340, 131 Cal. Rptr. at 20. Accord Lipari v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 497 F. Supp. 185, 193 (D. Neb. 1980). See also Hermann & Gagliano, *AIDS, Therapeutic Confidentiality, and Warning Third Parties*, 48 Md. L. Rev. 55 (1989).

190. Lipari v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 497 F. Supp. 185, 193 (D. Neb. 1980) (under Nebraska law, a psychotherapist owes an affirmative duty to third persons to whom the psychotherapist's patient poses an unreasonable risk of harm); Cairl v. State, 323 N.W.2d 20, 26 (Minn. 1982) (if duty to warn exists at all, the duty requires warning only insofar as latent dangers posed to identifiable, specific persons); McIntosh v. Milano, 168 N.J. Super. 466, 489-90, 403 A.2d 500, 511-12 (1979) (a mental health professional may have a duty to protect a potential victim of his or her patient if the patient poses a probable danger to the person); Peck v. Counseling Serv. of Addison County, 146 Vt. 61, 68, 499 A.2d 422, 427 (1985) (mental health agency had a duty to warn that the outpatient had threatened to burn down his parents' barn).

191. Alberts v. Devine, 395 Mass. 59, 68-69, 479 N.E.2d 113, 119-20 (1985) (recognizing exception to duty of confidentiality where there is serious danger to the patient or others); Simonsen v. Swenson, 104 Neb. 224, 228-29, 177 N.W. 831, 933 (1920) (physician was not liable for disclosure of confidential information where he in good faith and with reasonable care believed it was necessary to prevent spread of disease).

192. *Cairl*, 323 N.W.2d at 26 n.9.
before there is a duty or a power to protect. 193

HCPs, therefore, may have a legal obligation in some jurisdictions to protect a sexual or needle-sharing partner of a patient with HIV infection. The HCP may fulfill that obligation by, first, advising the patient of the nature of the infection, how it is spread, and precautions that can be taken. If, however, the patient is unlikely to heed the advice, the HCP may have to notify third parties of the foreseeable risk, which could necessitate further questioning of the patient and contact tracing.

It is not at all clear whether current doctrine actually would impose a legal duty to protect sexual or needle-sharing partners of patients with HIV. There is reason to believe that successful litigation may be extremely difficult because of the absence of precedent in cases dealing with infectious diseases, 194 and because establishing that an HCP's failure to warn caused a person to contract HIV would be very difficult. 195 In addition, the steps that an HCP must take to

193. For example, in Gammill v. United States, 727 F.2d 950 (10th Cir. 1984), a United States Army physician failed to inform a nearby community of an outbreak of hepatitis. The plaintiffs, who contracted the disease, claimed that the Army had a duty to disclose the risk to the public through the county health department. The court held that there was no legal duty to warn the general public; before a duty to warn arises, the physician must be aware of specific risks to particular persons vulnerable to hepatitis. Id. at 954. Thus, a reasonably specific and high degree of potential harm is required before the court will dispense with the obligation of confidentiality. See also Derrick v. Ontario Comm. Hosp., 47 Cal. App. 3d 145, 153, 120 Cal. Rptr. 566, 571 (1975) (hospital has no duty to warn members of the general public that one of its patients being released is suffering from a contagious disease).

Some courts do not require that there be an identifiable victim to establish liability. See, e.g., Lipari, 497 F. Supp. at 194 (in order to establish liability there must be foreseeability to an injured party or a class of persons of which the injured party was a member). Rather, liability is established by the existence of foreseeable danger to any member of a targeted class of people. Id. at 194-95. If a patient threatens violence and possesses the means to carry it out, a duty to protect may arise.

194. The duty to protect predates Tarasoff v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 17 Cal. 3d 425, 551 P.2d 354, 131 Cal. Rptr. 14 (1976). Most of the precedent for Tarasoff was from old infectious disease cases. See, e.g., Davis v. Rodman, 147 Ark. 385, 391, 227 S.W. 612, 641 (1921) (duty of physician to advise family members and others liable to be exposed of patient's typhoid fever); Skillings v. Allen, 143 Minn. 323, 324, 173 N.W. 663, 664 (1919) (knowing plaintiff's child had scarlet fever, physician negligently advised plaintiff's wife that it was safe to visit the child); McIntosh v. Milano, 168 N.J. Super. 466, 475, 403 A.2d 500, 509 (1979) (dictum that doctor has duty to warn third parties against possible exposure to infectious disease). While these cases are often said to have established a duty to warn, they do not firmly support such a proposition. Most of these cases involved misdiagnosis of an infectious condition so that family members were placed at risk, or misinformation so that the physician incorrectly informed the family that the disease was not infectious. The cases, therefore, do not squarely concern a breach of confidence, since the family already knew the patient was suffering from a disease.

195. HIV infection usually produces no symptoms until several years after the infec-
fulfill the duty to protect have never been established clearly by the courts: does the duty only require counseling of the infected patients themselves, or does it necessitate tracing intimate contacts and providing a warning?

HCPs, then, are caught in an ethical dilemma between the duty to maintain confidentiality and the duty to protect sexual and needle-sharing partners of patients with HIV infection. The very fact that the law has not provided clear guidance to HCPs on whether their primary responsibility is to their patient or to third parties gives additional reason to pause before systematically collecting and acting upon this sensitive information.

D. Financial Considerations

In addition to the legal burdens of implementing HIV screening programs in health care settings, such screening also creates significant financial burdens. For example, screening requires the administration and interpretation of initial and confirmatory screening procedures. These entail significant expenses for the administration of laboratories, test equipment, and personnel. Moreover, screening only indicates that a person is positive at a particular point in time. Thus, to be certain of identifying all infected cases, periodic retesting would be required. The cost for each case found in a low risk population, such as all patients entering a hospital, would be prohibitively expensive. The substantial costs of investing in such a screening program must be measured against the equally large expenditures needed for research, education, counseling, and treatment.

The costs of performing the HIV tests alone would be significant for hospitals that implement “routine” screening. But the costs would become even greater if the program complies with CDC requirements of pre- and post-test counseling in every case. Any hospital embarking on such a program of screening would have to be prepared to spend a substantial amount of funds with no clear
expectation of impeding the spread of HIV or assisting patients in the hospital.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Legislative proposals for screening in health care settings have been introduced in several states. Such proposals often focus on hospital patients and not on HCPs. Hospital patients undergoing seriously invasive procedures, however, also run a risk of exposure to HIV. Thus, an analysis of proposals for mandatory screening should be applicable to both populations. At the very least, when the government wishes to compel hospital patients to be tested, it should justify why the same reasoning does not apply to HCPs.

The sole legitimate objective of systematic mandatory screening in health care settings is to reduce the spread of HIV. Introduction of such a screening program would be justified only if (1) the risk of transmission in the setting is significant, (2) screening would decrease the risk, and (3) the human and economic costs of screening were not disproportionate to the benefit to be achieved. The goal of this article has been to demonstrate that mandatory HIV screening in health care facilities would not meet any of these criteria.

Considerable evidence now demonstrates that health care settings do not pose an unusually high risk of transmission of HIV that would justify mandatory screening. The reasons for this conclusion are that hospital patients are predominantly the elderly and the very young, the two categories least likely to harbor HIV; routine medical and nursing procedures do not create a significant risk of exposure to HIV; and even percutaneous or mucous membrane exposure usually does not lead to seroconversion. Indeed, the risk of occupational exposure to HIV in health care settings is well below the risk HCPs already incur for HBV. The possibility of HBV infection is far higher and the aggregate mortality from occupational exposure is far greater than for HIV. Yet, there have been no serious proposals for HBV screening, even after many documented cases of transmission both to HCPs and patients.

198. See supra notes 65-66 and accompanying text.
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200. See generally Gerety, Hepatitis B Transmission Between Dental or Medical Workers and Patients, 95 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 229 (1981); Lefta et al., Transmission of Hepatitis B with Resultant Restriction of Surgical Practice, 255 J. A.M.A. 934 (1986); Shaw, Barrett & Hamm, Lethal Outbreak of Hepatitis B in a Dental Practice, 255 J. A.M.A. 3260 (1986).
Even if the risk of AIDS transmission in health care settings were considerably greater than research has thus far indicated, mandatory screening still would be justifiable only if it significantly decreased the rate of transmission. As this article has indicated, however, screening would not decrease occupational exposure; indeed, such exposure could increase with screening. There is no data to suggest that if HCPs knew patients were seropositive they could take any additional precautions to reduce the risk of contracting HIV. In fact, in most cases of occupational exposure to date, HCPs already knew the patients were infected.

Moreover, screening merely indicates whether, at a particular time, a patient has antibodies to HIV. Although the ELISA is highly sensitive, it is well recognized that there is a window of time, ranging from weeks to months, when a person may be infected but not develop the antibody. This "window period" may be considerably longer in some cases, lasting for a year or more. Screening programs, therefore, would detect most—but not all—cases of infected patients. If HCPs were falsely reassured that a patient was seronegative, they might not follow necessary infection-control guidelines when working with that patient. If a patient tests negative for HIV antibodies, it would be a serious error in judgment to relax efforts to protect against accidental exposure to blood. Accordingly, the information provided by the test should not alter high standards for infection control.

Finally, any marginal public health benefit of a "right to know" a person's serologic status would be outweighed by the substantial human and economic costs of a screening program. The law of informed consent almost certainly applies to HIV-antibody tests because of the significant impact on the individual. Studies indicate that positive HIV test results can cause severe psychological distress, including an increased risk of suicide, and can result in public ostracism and discrimination. In addition, HCPs have a professional obligation to obtain permission for HIV antibody tests because of the critical importance of pre- and post-test counseling.

Widespread HIV screening could be prohibitively expensive.
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Periodic testing would be required to ensure that accurate and current results were obtained. The costs of laboratory work and careful counseling before and after tests were administered would have to be borne by hospitals that already are financially overstretched.\footnote{207}

Systematic collection of sensitive HIV test results also could result in liability for health care providers. Hospital employees may give substandard treatment, or even refuse to treat, positive-testing patients, in violation of federal and state statutes protecting handicapped persons.\footnote{208} In addition, hospitals could not guarantee the confidentiality of the information, thus exposing themselves to potential liability under common-law doctrine and modern AIDS confidentiality statutes.\footnote{209} In some jurisdictions, hospitals and HCPs might be under a legal obligation to notify sexual or needle-sharing partners at risk of infection. Failure to warn in such cases could result in liability.\footnote{210}

Compulsory screening in health care facilities, then, would not be an efficacious public health policy: there is little documented risk of occupational transmission; knowledge of a patient’s HIV-antibody test result would be unlikely to further decrease the already low risk; and screening would pose wholly disproportionate psychological and social burdens on the individual, and financial burdens on the HCP and the health care facility. This conclusion is shared by each of the major public health authorities that have considered the subject: the WHO,\footnote{211} the CDC,\footnote{212} the AHA,\footnote{213} the AMA,\footnote{214} and the American Nurses’ Association.\footnote{215}

Health care facilities need a sensible, effective alternative to HIV screening. The best alternative is universal precautions, which already are recommended by the CDC\footnote{216} and OSHA.\footnote{217} Such a policy would significantly decrease the risk of occupational exposure to HIV and other blood-borne viruses, and would limit the potential liability of HCPs and hospitals. The precautions would do so with
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little or no impact on patients' rights to autonomy, confidentiality, and nondiscriminatory treatment. If we choose, instead, to follow the shrill voices of both HCPs and patients for a “right to know,” we will ultimately undermine trust in our health care institutions without any public health utility.